
Fifth Judicial District ICMC/ENE Participant Feedback

We welcome all comments.  Your input and feedback are important to improve and refine the 
ICMC/ENE Program. Thank you for your time.

Case file number: 

You are:

If you are Mom or Dad were you represented by an attorney for the ICMC/ENE?            

Were your filing fees waived?        

Initial Case Management Conference 

1.  Did you participate in an Initial Case Management Conference (ICMC)?  (If “no” go to #8.)

2.  Was this your first ICMC?          

3.  Was the ICMC scheduled in a timely manner?     

4.  Please rate your satisfaction with the ICMC process. 

Comments:

5.  What was the outcome from the ICMC?

Please explain 
"Other" and  
list any other 
comments:

6.  Would you recommend the process to someone else?     

7.  What suggestions do you have to improve the process?



Early Neutral Evaluation Process 

8.  Did you participate in the Early Neutral Evaluation (ENE) process? 

9.  Was this your first ENE?

(If “no” you have completed the feedback, if “yes” please complete #9 – 20)

10.  Was the ENE scheduling respectful of your schedule?   

11.  Please rate your satisfaction with the ENE process. 

12.  Please rate the ENE team's performance.

a. All parties had the opportunity to be heard.  

b. The team was impartial.  

c. The team was helpful. 

d. The team was respectful.  

13. Was there undue pressure to settle?   

14. What did you like and/or dislike about the team's performance?

ENE fee amount:15.  ENE fee was:

16. What was the outcome from the ENE:

Other ADR:



17. If the case had not used ENE do you feel the level of conflict would be:

18. Compared to other likely means of resolving this matter, how did ENE affect the time spent 
addressing this matter?

19. Would you recommend the ENE program to others?   

20. What suggestions do you have to improve the process?

Please feel free to use additional space as needed for comments.
This survey is voluntary and will be used solely to evaluate the Fifth Judicial District ICMC/ENE program. 
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